1 3 and Showman 2015) or without accounting for the effect of sea ice on the climate . The variation of the diurnal length is, however, quite important for the climate of a slowly rotating planet, because the day length can extend into many Earth months and cause a dayside-tonightside circulation to develop. In the absence of the effect of sea ice, clouds were found to have a strong cooling effect on the climate of slowly rotating Earth-like planets . However, the sea ice distribution is known to have a large impact on the climate due to the positive icealbedo feedback. Furthermore, we can infer from previous studies of synchronously rotating planets that the sea-ice distribution must change quite dramatically as the rotation period is increased from the present-day Earth rotation to a synchronous rotation. Preliminary results from a conference proceedings show that sea ice slightly varies with changing the rotation period in an aquaplanet with a mixed-layer ocean (Way et al. 2015) . However, the distribution of sea ice and the mechanism by which sea ice affects the mean climate with changing rotation period is still unknown in the case of slow non-synchronous rotations.
The inner edge of the habitable zone of planets with long rotation periods was found to be closer to the star than that of planets with short rotation periods ). However, no study has yet investigated the influence of the rotation period on the outer edge of the habitable zone, which is defined by the maximum greenhouse limit (Kasting et al. 1993; Kopparapu et al. 2013 ). This limit corresponds to the orbital distance where the surface is completely frozen in a CO 2 -rich atmosphere. A dense CO 2 atmosphere is commonly assumed to be present near the outer edge of the habitable zone because the atmospheric CO 2 concentration is expected to increase with decreasing temperature due to the slow-down of the carbonatesilicate cycle (Kasting et al. 1993) . Here, we examine the orbital distance beyond which a global glaciation occurs at the surface for a fixed CO 2 concentration in an Earth-like atmosphere.
To this end, we perform simulations of an aquaplanet across a large range of long rotation periods, taking both the sea ice and the variable diurnal length into account. The studied rotation periods range from one Earth-day to 365 Earth-days in which case the planet would be synchronously rotating. We use the state-of-the-art atmospheric general circulation model (GCM) ECHAM6 (Stevens et al. 2013) in an aquaplanet setup in perpetual equinox conditions. The model and the slowly rotating aquaplanet configuration are briefly described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we show how sea ice affects the climate and compare the mean states of our main simulations and our sensitivity simulations with the sea-ice model switched off. We show how the temperature gradients change from a zonally uniform pattern to a dayside-to-nightside pattern as the rotation period increases (Sect. 4) and how this change affects the contribution of the sea-ice albedo to the planetary albedo (Sect. 5). In Sect. 6, we explain the diurnal variations in the atmosphere, in particular the cloud radiative effects as a function of rotation period. The implications of the rotation for the point of global glaciation are discussed in Sect. 7. A discussion of the results is presented in Sect. 8 and a conclusion in Sect. 9.
Model and simulations setup
Our 3D aquaplanet simulations are performed with the GCM ECHAM6, revision 6.3.0 (Stevens et al. 2013 ). The atmosphere is coupled to a static 50 m deep mixed-layer ocean without prescribing the convergence of an oceanic heat transport at the surface (no q-flux). The primitive equations of the dynamical core are discretised following the spectral-transform method. The model resolution used is T31L47, which is equivalent to a horizontal resolution of 3.75°, and consists of 47 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure levels up to a pressure of 0.01 hPa. The radiative transfer of the shortwave and longwave fluxes is based on the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Mlawer et al. 1997; Iacono et al. 2008 ). Moist convection is parameterised according to the mass-flux scheme by Tiedtke (1989) with modifications to the penetrative convection according to Nordeng (1994) . We employ a diagnostic cloud-cover scheme based on relative humidity (Sundqvist et al. 1989 ) and the micro-physical scheme introduced in Lohmann and Roeckner (1996) , which includes prognostic equations for cloud water and ice. For a more detailed description of the model we refer to Stevens et al. (2013) .
The thermodynamics of the sea ice are represented by the zero-layer Semtner model (Semtner 1976) , which computes the sea-ice temperature and thickness from the energy balance at the surface. Sea ice forms when the diagnosed temperature is below the freezing temperature of sea water, which is fixed at −1.8
• C. A grid cell is either open-water with a sea-ice concentration of zero, or completely seaice covered with a concentration of 1. A fractional sea-ice cover of a grid cell is not included in this setup. Snow is only allowed to accumulate over grid cells that are covered with sea ice. The computation of surface albedo distinguishes between open water, bare sea ice and snow-covered sea ice. The albedo of an open-water grid cell consists of a direct and a diffuse contribution from both the visible and the near-infrared part of the solar spectrum. Only the direct component of the albedo depends on the zenith angle. The albedo of a bare sea-ice surface is a linear function of the surface temperature with a minimum of 0.55 at 0
• C and a maximum of 0.75 for a temperature below −1 • C. Snow has an albedo minimum of 0.65 and a maximum of 0.8.
To facilitate the investigation of the influence of the rotation period on the climate, the seasonal variability is neglected by setting the obliquity and eccentricity to zero. The orbital period P orb , which is the period for a planet to complete one revolution around its star, is fixed to 365 Earth-days. The rotation period P rot refers to the time required for a planet to complete one full revolution around its axis of rotation. By modifying P rot of a planet in a circular orbit, the day length P day -the equivalent time of one complete day and night cycle -varies as a combination of the orbital and rotational periods as:
Note that the day length exceeds the specified value of P rot in all the considered cases. A day lasts longer than one orbital period if P rot is greater than P orb ∕2.
We modify the zenith angle to be a function of P day such that the corresponding incoming shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere is represented consistently. The incoming solar radiation in our default simulations corresponds to the spectrum of the Sun with a total solar constant of 1361 W∕m 2 . In all simulations, the CO 2 concentration is fixed at 800 ppmv, CH 4 = 0, N 2 O is equal to its Earth-like value of 309.5 ppb, and the ozone is prescribed to a meridionally symmetric and zonally uniform climatology. The reference simulation has a rotation period of 1 Earth-day, and the other simulations have rotation periods that are multiples of one Earth day. The rotation periods considered are 1, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 182, 200, 256 , 300 and 365 Earth-days. Each simulation is integrated for 30 years after equilibrium is reached, in order to compute the steady-state statistics. We perform a set of sensitivity experiments where the sea-ice model is turned off with the same rotation periods. In this case, the water is allowed to cool below the freezing temperature, but without forming a sea-ice layer. We will henceforth refer to our main simulations with sea ice turned on as iceON and the ones with sea ice turned off as iceOFF. We perform additional experiments with reduced solar irradiance to assess the maximum solar irradiance at which global glaciation occurs for each rotation period.
Mean climate with long rotation periods
We start by describing how the mean climate responds to a slowing down in rotation in our main iceON simulations. Increasing the rotation period leads to a monotonic decrease in the global-mean surface temperature (GMST) of the aquaplanet (Fig. 1) . The largest drops in GMST of more than 10 K occur between P rot = 32 and P rot = 64 Earthdays, and between P rot = 182 and P rot = 200 Earth-days
(see Sect. 4 for partial explanation). Consistent with the decrease in GMST, the global-mean fraction of sea ice increases with P rot up to a maximum of 75% at P rot = 300 Earth-days (Fig. 2b) . However, the global-mean fraction of sea ice decreases again by 5% between P rot = 300 and 365 Earth-days. We compute the temporal and global mean of the "effective surface albedo", which is the temporal and global mean of the reflected shortwave radiation at the surface divided by the temporal and global mean incoming shortwave radiation at the surface, in order to analyze the influence of sea ice on the surface energy balance. The global mean of the effective surface albedo ( S ) increases with P rot up to 0.46 at 200 Earth-days, then decreases for even longer rotation periods, even though the global-mean fraction of sea ice increases further with increasing rotation period (Fig. 2b) . This occurs because only the dayside contributes to the effective surface albedo and because the sea-ice cover on the dayside starts to decrease with increasing rotation period for P rot longer than 200 Earth-days. The global-mean planetary albedo ( P ) diagnosed at the top of the atmosphere increases with P rot up to P rot = 200 Earthdays and then remains constant at a value of 0.46 for larger values of P rot (Fig. 2a) .
To investigate the influence of sea ice on the mean state for the different rotation periods, we compare the global-mean climates of our main simulations iceON and of our sensitivity simulations iceOFF. The difference in the GMST between iceON and iceOFF remains at around 6 K for rotation periods up to 32 Earth-days, then increases to 27 K as the rotation period is increased from 32 to 64 Earth-days. The difference then remains close Fig. 1 Global and temporal mean over the last 30 years of simulation of the surface temperature (K) as a function of the rotation period P rot . The GMST of our simulations with the sea-ice model switched on (iceON) are shown in blue, and without the sea-ice model (iceOFF) in black. For comparison, the GMST of ) is shown in grey to 27 K for periods of up to 300 Earth-days and drops back to 6 K in the synchronously rotating case. In iceOFF simulations, the effective surface albedo (Fig. 2b) follows closely the value of the ocean albedo of 0.07, with slight deviations due to scattering and absorption of solar radiation in the atmosphere. Similarly to the GMST, large differences in the global-mean planetary albedo (up to 0.15) between iceON and iceOFF simulations occur for the same range of P rot between 64 and 300 Earth-days (Fig. 2a) .
These large differences in the GMST and global-mean planetary albedo between iceON and iceOFF highlight the importance of accounting for sea ice when simulating long rotation periods. To understand the mechanisms that drive the changes in climate with changing the rotation period, we now analyze the diurnal variations of the relevant quantities.
The diurnal contrast at the surface
Due to the lack of zonal asymmetries in an aquaplanet configuration, the large-scale circulation is typically analysed from temporal and zonal means of the fields of interest. This analysis does not remain adequate for rotation periods longer than 32 Earth-days, because then the zonal differences caused by the strong differential heating become more and more pronounced. The diurnal cycle of the present-day Earth climate can be analysed by performing a Fourier series of desired quantities. The magnitude and phase of these quantities are thus obtained (Bechtold et al. 2014) . This method could also be applied to long rotation periods, but we choose to analyse the day-to-night characteristics at different P rot by computing temporal averages with respect to the time of day. For each P rot , the day has a different length and is obtained by solving equation (1). The time of day is defined based on the angle between the longitude of a given location and the longitude of the substellar point. We use the convention here that 0
• is sunset, 90
• W is noon, 180
• E is dawn and 90
• E is midnight. We use this method to visualize the diurnal cycle of quantities in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 8. Previous studies of non-synchronous rotations rather presented snapshots than applying similar time-averages.
The day-to-night contrast in surface temperature becomes apparent at a rotation period of 64 Earth-days, while the day-to-night contrast in the sea-ice distribution appears at P rot = 182 Earth-days (Fig. 3) . The first large drop in the GMST (by 15 K) between a P rot of 32 and 64 Earth-days ( Fig. 1 ) is related to the equatorward expansion of sea ice from latitude 52° to 36° in each hemisphere and to a nearly 10 K cooling within the tropical band that stretches from latitude 30°S to 30°N. It is as well associated with the transition in the dynamical regime from a meridional atmospheric circulation to a "Walker cell" regime (day-to-night circulation) (Showman et al. 2013) , where the subtropical jets disappear at P rot = 64 Earth-days. Note that the Rossby number becomes large with increasing rotation period, and the horizontal motion becomes isotropic because the geostrophic balance breaks down (Merlis and Schneider 2010; Showman et al. 2013) . The second large drop in the GMST (by 10 K) between simulations with a P rot of 182 and 200 Earth-days ( Fig. 1 ) occurs when sea ice forms over the equator during nighttime. The sea ice then persists substantially into the daytime before melting in the late morning. This occurs in the simulations with P rot of 200, 256 and 300 Earth-days.
The response of ice-free and ice-covered surfaces to the heating by solar radiation on the dayside and to the cooling on the nightside has different time-scales. This is especially apparent in the simulations with P rot between 64 and 300 Earth-days. Over ice-free surfaces, the response of the SST to the energy from the incoming solar radiation is slow due to the large thermal inertia of the mixed-layer ocean. Thus, along the ice-free equatorial band, the highest surface temperature is shifted towards the east of the substellar meridian at 90
• W-towards the afternoon time (Fig. 3) . After crossing the sunset meridian at 0
• W, the surface temperature gradually decreases during the long nights and attains its minimum near dawn. Temperatures over surfaces covered with sea ice respond faster to the incoming solar radiation than over open-water surfaces, because sea ice has a lower thermal inertia than the ocean below. For the same reason, the temperatures over sea ice drop more quickly on the nightside. , 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 182, 200, 256, 1 3
Surface contribution to planetary albedo
Under present-day Earth climate, the surface albedo has only a small influence on the planetary albedo compared to the atmospheric albedo (Donohoe and Battisti 2011) . Regardless of the type of the Earth's surface and thus its surface albedo, Donohoe and Battisti (2011) found that up to 88% of the planetary albedo comes from the atmospheric contribution. The atmospheric contribution consists of the cloud albedo, scattering by air and aerosols, and absorption by water vapour. Following Donohoe and Battisti (2011) , we quantify the different contributions to the planetary albedo for each slowly-rotating-aquaplanet simulation (Figs. 4, 5) . The total planetary albedo P is the sum of a surface contribution S,P and an atmospheric contribution A,P . S,P and A,P are Fig. 4 Temporal mean over the last 30 years of simulations with respect to the time of the day of the planetary albedo on the dayside. The blue crossed pattern corresponds to a cloud fraction larger than 0.6 at the 500 hPa vertical pressure level. Each panel corresponds to one rotation period from the 12 simulations. These are the panels from top left to bottom right, P rot = 1, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 182, 200, 256, calculated based on the single-layer solar-radiation model introduced in Donohoe and Battisti (2011) . Note that only the dayside is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, because the albedo does not influence the energetics on the nightside.
For rotation periods up to 32 Earth-days, the pattern of P is zonally relatively uniform, with a maximum of 0.7 at high latitudes and values as low as 0.2 at lower latitudes especially in the dry subtropics (Fig. 4) . As the rotation period increases, zonal variations in P increase. The areas with high P coincide with either the location of surfaces covered with sea ice or with the location of optically thick convective clouds. High values of planetary albedo 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 182, 200, 256, associated with deep convective clouds were already discussed in the case of synchronous rotation (Yang et al. 2013 ) and in the case of rotation periods longer than 100 Earth-days . However, the impact of the ice albedo on the energy balance of slowly rotating planets has not yet been investigated. For periods longer than 32 Earth-days, the ratio of S,P to P takes values of up to 80% over regions with a high surface albedo on the dayside (Fig. 5) . The contribution of the surface to the planetary albedo is particularly large for simulations with P rot = 200, 256 and 300 Earth-days, in which sea ice has spread along the equator during the morning time. Thus, for slow non-synchronous rotations, the surface contribution dominates westward and poleward from the substellar point, where sea ice is present at the surface. A large atmospheric contribution occurs in the area of high cloud cover east of the substellar point, and at low zenith angle where atmospheric scattering contributes strongly to the planetary albedo. For slow non-synchronous rotations, the highly reflective surface plays an important role in cooling the climate. Note that even with a high surface albedo, the atmospheric contribution to the planetary albedo would dominate if clouds were present over sea ice. However, this is not the case for most sea-ice covered areas that are exposed to solar radiation.
In the simulation with synchronous rotation (P rot = 365 Earth-days), the deep convective clouds cover a large fraction of the dayside. This leads to a large atmospheric contribution to the planetary albedo (larger than 90%; Fig. 5 ). The sea-ice albedo contributes only near the edge of the day terminator, and even there only moderately (40-60%). The global sea-ice coverage is high in this simulation, but since most of the sea ice is located on the nightside, only 25% of the incident solar radiation at the surface is reflected (Fig. 2b) .
Diurnal variations in the atmosphere

Cloud radiative effects
Although deep convective clouds typical of the substellar region in synchronously rotating planets occur also in non-synchronous rotations, the magnitude of their cloud-radiative effects (CRE) differs in the two cases. The shortwave and longwave CRE are defined as the difference between the full-sky and clear-sky shortwave and longwave fluxes respectively, at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) (Ramanathan and Inamdar 2006) . The global-and time-mean shortwave CRE for non-synchronous rotations ranges between −62 W/m 2 for P rot = 1 Earth-day and −36 W/m 2 for P rot = 200 Earth-days. For rotation periods longer than P rot = 200 Earth-days, the shortwave CRE gradually increases with P rot , and the strongest cooling occurs for the synchronous case where the shortwave CRE has a magnitude of −100 W/m 2 (Fig. 6 ). In contrast, the global and time-mean longwave CRE is nearly constant with P rot and small in comparison to the magnitude of the shortwave CRE. Therefore, clouds cool the climate at any rotation period. But the cooling imposed by clouds is larger in the simulation with synchronous rotation than in the simulations with non-synchronous rotations. We now explain what causes these differences in CREs with different rotation.
The large-scale circulation
Increasing the rotation period modifies the large-scale circulation from a nearly zonally uniform pattern for rotation periods shorter than 32 Earth-days to a substellar-antistellar pattern for rotation periods longer than 32 Earth-days. The substellar-antistellar circulation is characterized by a strong convergence of near-surface winds over the substellar region with high surface temperature and a strong upward motion (not shown). At higher vertical levels, the winds diverge, and downward motion spreads over the rest of the domain. This large-scale motion is driven by a combination of low-level moisture convergence and tropospheric stability. However, the strength of the vertical motion and the atmospheric profile vary with rotation.
To understand the variations of the strength and distribution of the large-scale vertical motion with the rotation period over the substellar region, we compute the probability density function (PDF) of the upward vertical velocity at a pressure level of 500 hPa ( 500 ) over the hot-spot region, similarly to Bony et al. (2004) . The hot-spot region is defined as the area with a surface temperature equal to 280 K or above within the tropics and with a negative vertical velocity. A negative value of 500 indicates an upward motion while a positive value indicates a downward motion. Note that a convective event is considered deep when 500 is less than −50 hPa/ day.
By increasing the rotation period from P rot = 1 to 32 Earth-days, the tail of the PDF expands and extends further towards high negative values of 500 , and the median value of the PDF shifts towards high negative values of 500 (Fig. 7a) . This indicates that deep convective events become more frequent and more intense. Deep convective events strengthen further with increasing P rot until P rot = 200 Earth-days (Fig. 7b) . The magnitude of the very strong convective events decreases again with increasing P rot beyond 200 Earth-days. For rotation periods longer than 64 Earth-days, 50% of the upward motion occurs during deep convective events over the hot-spot, because the medians of their PDF are below 500 = −100 hPa/day. However, weak subsidence is the most frequent vertical motion over the hot-spot region for all rotation periods, because the time-mean area with an upward motion over the hot-spot is less than 50% of the tropical area for any P rot (Table 1) . For each slow rotation, these very strong upward motions over the hot-spot area promote the formation of deep convective clouds (Fig. 8 ).
Atmospheric profile over the dayside
The upward motions transport latent heat and moisture to higher levels, leading to higher tropospheric temperature and more water vapour over that area than elsewhere. This is illustrated by a tilt in contours of constant temperature and specific humidity in the lower troposphere between day and night (Fig. 8) . This tilt becomes more pronounced for longer rotation periods. With P rot increasing from 1 to 200 Earth-days, the area with high surface temperature over the dayside shrinks, and the lower-troposphere temperature and specific humidity decrease (Figs. 3, 8) . They both increase again with P rot for P rot longer than 200 Earth-days.
The difference between the vertical profiles of the dry static energy (DSE) and the moist static energy (MSE) is proportional to the amount of water vapour. At the substellar point, the differences between the MSE and DSE is smallest for P rot = 200 Earth-days and largest for P rot = 365 Earth-days (Fig. 9) . The mid-to upper troposphere is close to saturation in the region of the hot-spot for all these simulations. This is illustrated by an overlap of the MSE and the saturated MSE. This may explain why the cloud cover is high in this region, because it is also consistent with the frequent occurrence of convection over the hot-spot location. Similarly to water vapour, the liquid-and ice-water paths over the dayside decrease with P rot until P rot = 200 Earthdays, then increase for longer rotation periods (Figs. 8, 10 ). The variations of water clouds with P rot over the dayside are more pronounced in comparison to ice clouds.
These variations of the distribution of the deep convective clouds with P rot explain the change in magnitude of the shortwave CRE in the afternoon, which decreases with P rot until P rot = 200 Earth-days and then increases again for longer periods (Fig. 8) . This increase for longer rotation periods may be due to the decreasing eastward shift of the convective clouds from the substellar point. Since the incoming shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere is largest at the substellar point, the shift of convective clouds towards the substellar point is consistent with an increase in shortwave CRE. Note that the longwave CRE over the hot-spot area does not compensate for the cooling effect of these convective clouds. Therefore, clouds have a net cooling effect over the hot-spot area (Fig. 8) .
Atmospheric profile over the nightside
The horizontal temperature differences in the free troposphere are negligible in the tropical region of present-day Earth climate, due to the weak Coriolis force near the equator. This is referred to as the weak temperature gradient (WTG) approximation (Sobel et al. 2001 ). In the case of slow rotations, the WTG approximation becomes valid globally, and the free-tropospheric temperatures are nearly constant at low pressure levels (only shown along the equator in Fig. 8) . Because of the strong surface cooling during the night, the temperatures decrease strongly near the surface, and a strong thermal inversion appears. The magnitude of this inversion depends on P rot (Fig. 8) . This thermal inversion has already been discussed in the case of the synchronous rotation (Joshi et al. 1997; Merlis and Schneider 2010) .
For relatively long rotation periods, a layer of low-level ice clouds extends over any open-water surface near the equator during the night. The longwave CRE of these nocturnal shallow clouds has a warming effect on the underlying surface. Beyond P rot = 182 Earth-days, an increase in P rot causes sea ice to expand further towards sunset, thus covering the antistellar point for P rot = 256, 300 and 365 Earth-days. There, the DSE, the MSE, and the saturated MSE increase with altitude, thus indicating a stably stratified atmosphere (Fig. 9) . The atmosphere is dry, since the DSE curve overlaps with the MSE. The stable stratification and the dry conditions inhibit cloud formation over the area covered with sea ice. Even though the profiles in Fig. 9 are taken at the antistellar point, they are good representatives of profiles over a surface covered with sea ice on the nightside in general. Hence, the fractional cover of the nocturnal ice clouds decreases with increasing P rot beyond 182 Earthdays (Fig. 10b, c) , as well as the night-mean longwave CRE (Fig. 6) . However, the global-mean longwave CRE remains nearly constant with increasing P rot , because of the cancelling effects of the day-and night-mean longwave CRE.
Global glaciation for different rotation periods
The changes in surface temperature and sea-ice cover with long rotation periods suggest that rotation could have an influence on the point of global glaciation, which is the Fig. 9 The vertical profiles of dry static energy (black), moist static energy (blue) and saturated moist static energy (red) (KJ/kg) at the warmest point (solid lines) and the antistellar point (dash lines) at the equator. Only four P rot are shown: 182, 200, 256 and 365 (Earth-days). For P rot = 256 and 365 Earth-days, the DSE line at the antistellar point is masked by the MSE line because the atmosphere is dry e e e e highest TSI value at which a global glaciation occurs at the surface. This is a first step towards understanding the effect of rotation on the outer edge of the habitable zone. The dependence of the inner edge of the habitable zone on the rotation period has been recently studied with a stateof-the-art model without sea ice . Since the climate is rather warm close to the inner edge, sea ice will likely not change their results. We perform simulations with TSI values lower than the present-day TSI (denoted by TSI 0 ) for the rotation periods P rot = 1, 64, 182, 200, 256, 300 and 365 Earth-days. The highest TSI value that triggers a global glaciation (TSI g ) is determined for every rotation period, as well as a TSI value higher than TSI g where the climate equilibrates without reaching a full glaciation (TSI bg ). Thus, the bifurcation point of global glaciation occurs between TSI bg and TSI g .
For relatively fast rotations (P rot = 1, 64 Earth-days), a global glaciation occurs at a TSI between 90 and 93% of TSI 0 , whereas non-synchronous aquaplanets with rotation periods equal to 182 and 200 Earth-days reach a global glaciation between 95 and 97% of TSI 0 , and the synchronously rotating planet between 70 and 80% of TSI 0 (Fig. 11a) . Hence, the exact point of global glaciation according to our simulations occurs at a TSI between TSI g and TSI bg , within the shaded area in Fig. 11a . The non-synchronous aquaplanet near P rot = 200 Earth-days is the most susceptible to global glaciation, because even with TSI 0 the aquaplanet with this rotation period has the largest sea-ice cover over the dayside and the lowest surface temperature and tropospheric moisture over the hot-spot. For TSI bg , the globalmean sea-ice fraction at equilibrium increases from 40% at P rot = 1 up to 87% at P rot = 256 Earth-days, then decreases for longer P rot (Fig. 11b) .
Therefore, slowly non-synchronously rotating planets are fully frozen at a closer distance to the star compared to planets with faster rotations and to those with synchronous rotation. A slowly non-synchronously rotating planet could then freeze over in a certain range of TSI. The rotation of this planet would slow down on geological time scales because of tidal forces exerted by other bodies. Our results suggest thus that once the planet becomes synchronously rotating, its initial state may already be in a global glaciation even though a lower TSI value is required in order to cause a global glaciation for the synchronous orbit. For a certain range of TSI, simulations of planets with synchronous rotation should be started from a state of global glaciation.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that increasing the rotation period in aquaplanet simulations leads to an increase in sea-ice extent and to a decrease in surface temperatures. However, at each P rot , the global-mean surface temperature is substantially higher when sea ice is not included in our sensitivity simulations iceOFF and in the simulations performed by Yang et al. (2014) . For similar rotation periods, the GMST in our iceOFF simulations is around 10 K higher than the one in Yang et al. (2014) (Fig. 1) . The difference in the GMST between our iceOFF simulations and Yang et al. (2014) is partly caused by the higher CO 2 concentration in our study, with 800 ppmv in comparison to only 400 ppmv in Yang et al. (2014) . Another factor that contributes to the difference in GMST is the global-mean planetary albedo that is higher in the simulations by Yang et al. (2014) (Fig. 2a) . Nevertheless, the trends of the GMST and of the globalmean P as a function of P rot are similar in both GCMs, in ECHAM6 and in CAM3. And, since both GCMs also show that deep convective clouds form over the substellar region at slow rotations, higher confidence is attained with regard to the resulting climate at these extreme values of rotation.
The global-mean fraction of sea ice in iceON with present-day TSI are substantially larger than the values found by Way et al. (2015) , where the aquaplanet simulations had a mixed-layer depth of 100 m. The global-mean fraction of sea ice increases from 21% up to 70% with increasing the rotation period from 16 to 256 Earth-days in iceON, while it only increases from 5% to nearly 8% in Way et al. (2015) . It is also surprising that their reference simulation with a rotation period of 1 Earth-day has the highest global seaice fraction of 12%, even though the global-mean surface temperature is considerably lower for slower rotations. This would imply an extremely strong atmospheric energy transport to even out the strong surface heating gradients. The GMST in Way et al. (2015) are comparable to the GMST of our iceOFF simulations rather than iceON, for reasons that are not clear.
The large impact of sea ice on the climate of slowly rotating aquaplanets is caused by the large contribution of the sea-ice albedo to the planetary albedo wherever sea ice persists significantly into the dayside and over low latitudes. This influence is particularly large in our simulations with P rot between 64 and 300 Earth-days. It is, however, uncertain how far our results also apply to planets orbiting other types of stars. Depending on the type of the star, the albedo of sea ice and thus its cooling effect may be smaller or larger. M-stars emit radiation with a large contribution from the near infrared, G-stars emit strongly in the visible, and F-stars in the near ultraviolet. The snow and sea ice on hypothetical planets around these stars would then have different albedos (Joshi and Haberle 2012; Shields et al. 2013 Shields et al. , 2014 . Hence, our results cannot be directly applied to slowly rotating planets orbiting other types of stars.
Taking temporal averages with respect to the time of the day has allowed us to understand how the surface albedo and the cloud-patterns along one diurnal cycle change with the rotation period. Such information is useful when analysing visible and thermal light curves of target planets that are expected to be observed in future space missions. From these curves, the rotation period and the day length of a planet can be estimated. The variability of the visible light curve along one complete orbit indicates variations of the surface albedo under a cloud-free sky and thus could be used to estimate the rotation periods of the planet. However, in the presence of clouds and atmospheric variability, the ability of accurately retrieving the rotation period is difficult, unless the time evolution of the cloud patterns correlates with the rotation period (Palle et al. 2008 ). Based on our results, we expect that determining the rotation period from photometric light curves along one diurnal orbit would be more successful for planets with long rotation periods, because of small variability in the properties of clouds at a given time of the day. We show the first estimates of the point of global glaciation for different slow rotation periods. The point of global glaciation of our reference simulation with the present-day rotation of Earth occurs between 90 and 93% of TSI 0 . This glaciation limit is equal to the limit found by Abe et al. (2011) with the CCSR/NIES model and nearly equal to the glaciation limit in the CCSM4 model that occurs between 92 and 93 % of TSI 0 Shields et al. (2013) . In order to determine the outer edge of the habitable zone of the aquaplanet as a function of the rotation period, a denser CO 2 atmosphere should be considered because of the silicate-weathering feedback (Kasting et al. 1993; Kopparapu et al. 2014) , which is expected to trap more CO 2 in the atmosphere as the temperature drops. The outer edge would hence occur at the point when an additional amount of CO 2 does not provide any further warming or when the CO 2 condenses. Therefore, the OHZ is expected to occur at an orbital distance larger than the orbital distance of global glaciation. In addition to the greenhouse effect of the CO 2 atmosphere, the radiative effects of CO 2 ice clouds should be accounted for (Forget and Pierrehumbert 1997) .
In addition to the global glaciation of the surface, the atmosphere of a planet can collapse if a major fraction of a condensable gas condensates and becomes trapped at the surface because of low temperatures. Some conditions can cause a CO 2 atmosphere of a planet with synchronous (Joshi et al. 1997; Wordsworth et al. 2011) or non-synchronous rotation (Wordsworth et al. 2011) to collapse. In the case of an Earth-like atmospheric composition, the background atmosphere of N 2 and O 2 would only condense at extremely low temperatures. However, water vapor could collapse into permanent ice/snow traps at the surface. In our case, a collapsed state is thus equivalent to a state with global glaciation. Here, we have shown that the mass of atmospheric H 2 O depends on P rot for simulations with TSI 0 . It decreases strongly with P rot between 1 Earth-day and 200 Earth-days, but increases again with P rot beyond 200 Earthdays (Fig. 10) . Furthermore, the atmosphere has collapsed in the aquaplanet simulations with different P rot that have reached a global glaciation at a certain TSI g (Fig. 11a) .
Three different surface configurations are particularly often used in simulations that investigate the boundaries of the habitable zone: an aquaplanet, a land planet and a planet with Earth-like continents. These configurations have different surface properties such as the surface albedo and the distribution of water at the surface, and hence, influence the climate differently. Abe et al. (2011) found that the habitable zone of a land planet is wider than that of an aquaplanet, even under different obliquities. And a synchronously rotating land-planet exhibits a stronger diurnal contrast in surface temperature than a synchronously rotating aquaplanet (Joshi 2003) . In sensitivity simulations with the orbital parameters of Venus, Yang et al. (2014) showed that the GMST in an aquaplanet configuration is 11 K higher than in an Earth-like continental configuration. Therefore, our results could be sensitive to the surface configuration chosen. Note that the climate of (slowly rotating) planets also depends on several fixed parameters, like the obliquity, the eccentricity, the orbital rotation period, the CO 2 concentration, and the heat capacity of the mixed layer. Performing sensitivity studies with respect to each of the mentioned parameters is, however, beyond the scope of our study.
In order to overcome the limitations of a fixed depth mixed-layer ocean, Hu and Yang (2014) have performed a full atmosphere-ocean coupled aquaplanet simulation with the orbital parameters of the tidally-locked planet Gliese 581g. The zonal oceanic heat transport caused by the dynamical ocean circulation was found to reduce the seaice thickness on the nightside to 5 m (Hu and Yang 2014) compared to a sea-ice thickness of 100 m in the uncoupled simulations (Pierrehumbert 2010) . However, their synchronous rotation period is 36.7 Earth-days, while ours is 365 Earth-days. We therefore expect a smaller day-tonight oceanic heat transport in our case because the geostrophic balance breaks down at longer rotation period, and thus the ocean currents won't be necessarily zonal as in Hu and Yang (2014) . Nonetheless, we expect that ocean circulation would reduce the temperature gradients and the sea-ice cover for non-synchronous rotations. Surprisingly, Way et al. (2015) find the opposite, where the global-mean sea-ice cover is higher when their atmosphere is coupled to a dynamical ocean (Way et al. 2015) . Their simulation with P rot = 1 Earth-day surprisingly shows a global-mean sea-ice cover (55%) that is larger than any simulation with a longer rotation period. This highlight that the oceanic heat transport is difficult to predict without good knowledge of the details of the setup and that oceanic circulation regimes may be strongly model-dependent. Note that for presentday rotation, the mean climate of a fully-coupled aquaplanet strongly differs between various GCMs (Smith et al. 2006; Marshall et al. 2007 ). Overall, it may be interesting to investigate non-synchronous rotation periods in a fully coupled setup, especially since the sea-ice cover would depend on the underlying ocean circulation.
Conclusion
We have investigated the influence of sea ice on the mean climate of a slowly rotating aquaplanet, by performing simulations for a variety of different rotation periods ranging from one Earth-day to 365 Earth-days (in which case the planet is synchronously rotating). A large contribution to the cooling of the climate with increasing P rot comes from the increase in planetary albedo. The high planetary albedo at long rotation periods is caused partly by the deep convective clouds over the substellar region and partly by the high surface albedo of sea ice that extends to low latitudes in the morning. The latter contribution could not be identified in previous studies where sea ice was not accounted for. Clouds have a net cooling effect on the climate at any rotation period. However, the cooling is significantly weaker in simulations with non-synchronous rotations than in the synchronous case. Moreover, clouds act to smooth out the diurnal differences by strongly cooling during the day and weakly warming during the night.
We showed the first estimates of the highest TSI leading to a global glaciation as a function of the rotation period. The point of global glaciation of slowly non-synchronously rotating planets is closer to the star than for faster rotations, and it is the most distant from the star in the synchronous case. Therefore, we propose to include the rotation period when investigating the limits of the habitable zone of a planet, and to account for sea ice and its albedo in the case of planets with long rotation periods.
